We report on the growth and characterization of patterned and uniformly distributed GaN microcrystals with well-defined facets and epitaxy. The microcrystals were grown on a mask patterned by lithography. The GaN microcrystals were formed by selective-area epitaxy using metal-organic chemical-vapour deposition. The GaN microcrystals have similar sizes and shapes. Each microcrystal consists of an upper and a lower part, which are rotated by 30
Introduction
Advanced techniques have enabled the fabrication and characterization of various nanostructures. Nanostructures with many interesting morphologies have recently been reported [1, 2] . In order to use them in electronic or optical devices, however, it is necessary to control their size and morphology, as well as to obtain a high degree of ordering in terms of their locations, because their properties and functionalities depend on their shape, size, symmetry and long range ordering [3] [4] [5] . In this study, we investigate the mechanism of surface morphology transition in GaN microcrystals, and this should be more important for nanostructures which have larger surface to volume ratios. The GaN microcrystals studied in this work are fabricated by catalyst-free metal-organic chemical-vapour deposition (MOCVD), and show an intriguing structural transformation. The observed rotation of the facet planes in the middle of the growth as shown in figure 1, which has not been reported before, entails a strong driving force for the rotation, thus providing a clue to the determination of their morphology.
Morphological or structural transformations during epitaxial growth often occur according to the kinetic growth conditions such as the temperature [6] and pressure [7] . Other interesting morphological transitions include microfaceted nanowires generated by the formation of twin planes [8] and transition from a nanobelt to superlattice-structured nanohelics induced by polar-charge [9] . The growth conditions for the GaN microcrystals in this study remained the same during their growth. We studied their structure using transmission electron microscopy (TEM), and suggest that the morphology transition of selectively grown GaN microcrystals could be explained by the surface energy of GaN.
GaN has a wide band gap and a stable hexagonal structure (space group: P 6 3mc, wurtzite) with a = b = 3.18 Å, c = 5.18 Å, and has many applications in high power/temperature electronics, photonics and spintronics [10, 11] . It can also be grown in the zincblende structure at low temperature. 
Experiments
The GaN hexagonal microcrystals studied herein were fabricated on patterned SiO 2 /GaN/Al 2 O 3 (0 0 0 1) substrates using selective-area MOCVD with a low-pressure (0.3 Torr) vertical reactor-chamber. First, a 1 µm thick GaN seed layer with a 20 nm thick AlN buffer layer was prepared on sapphire using MOCVD at 950
• C, followed by the deposition of a 50 nm thick SiO 2 layer onto the GaN seed layer by plasmaenhanced chemical-vapour deposition. The SiO 2 layer was employed as a growth-mask for the selective growth of GaN micropattern arrays. Then, the SiO 2 layer was coated by PMMA and a dot-array aligned along the [1 01 0] direction was formed at the desired positions by the e-beam lithographic (EBL) technique (figure 1). The SiO 2 layer in the dot-array was etched by a commercially available buffered oxide etchant (BOE). After lithography, the GaN seed layer which has a diameter of a few hundred nanometres was exposed through the dot-array. While the size and location were determined by the SiO 2 mask, the shape and crystallographic facet of the GaN micropatterns were controlled by adjusting the growth parameters, such as the temperature, pressure, ambient gas, V/III ratio and the pitch of the hole-openings. For the growth of the GaN microcrystal arrays, trimethylgallium (TMGa) and ammonia (99.9995% NH 3 ) were employed as the reactants, and purified hydrogen was used as a carrier gas. The NH 3 and TMGa flow rates were in the range 5-10 sccm and 10-20 µmol min −1 , respectively, and the GaN microcrystal arrays were synthesized at a temperature of 1100
• C. The morphology and crystal structure of the GaN microcrystals were studied by TEM. The TEM specimens were prepared by a focused ion beam (FIB, Tecnai NOVA 200 nanolab with Omniprobe). Both cross-sectional and plane view specimens were prepared for the TEM observations. A high voltage (1200 kV) transmission electron microscope at the Korea Basic Science Institute (KBSI) was used to obtain the high-resolution images, and a Jeol 3000F was used to obtain the selected area electron diffraction patterns.
Results and discussions

Electron microscopy study
The field-emission scanning electron microscopy (FE-SEM) images in figure 1 show the shape of the GaN microcrystal arrays, in which the facets are rotated by 30
• (or equivalently 90
• ) between the lower (Region I) and upper regions (Region II). The side view in figure 1(a) clearly shows the expansion and contraction of the side facet planes as the microcrystal grows. The plane normal to the growth direction at the lower part of a microcrystal is composed of twelve lines, of which the six longer lines increase up to a certain point and then disappear as the microcrystal grows further, while the other shorter six lines form the final hexagonal shape at the top. (See top view image in figure 1(b)) The formation of {1 01 1} and higher index faceted pyramidal hexagonal structures have previously been reported [12] , however, the simultaneous rotation of facet planes in the middle of the growth is an unexpected result, especially considering the fact that the growth parameters remained the same throughout the growth process. Typical hexagonal structures without facet rotation are shown in figure 1(c) for comparison. Figure 2 shows a low magnification bright field TEM image of a GaN microcrystal (a) and electron diffraction patterns from three different regions, namely, the upper region, the interface and the lower region (b). A thin amorphous SiO 2 layer between the microcrystal and the substrate is shown in the low magnification image ( figure 2(a) ), which is also confirmed by energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (EDS). This unexpected SiO 2 layer, which was supposed to be completely etched, played an important role in the morphology as explained in the last paragraph of this section. The images and diffraction patterns clearly show the existence of two distinctive regions. A high-resolution image at the boundary and its Fourier transformed micrograph are shown in figure 3 . The interface region is a few tens of nanometres in size. Many planar dislocations are observed in all the regions, and much more dense dislocations are seen at the boundary region, as shown in the high-resolution image. The fast Fourier transformation (FFT) micrograph of the high-resolution image at the interface between the upper and the lower regions showed strong streaks due to the existence of stacking faults along the growth direction. The dark field image of the supercell spots shows that these spots originate from the entire area in the lower part. The size of the supercell structure is doubled along the c-axis of the hexagonal unit cell. The presence of ordered vacancies or polarity may cause this supercell structure, but further investigation is needed to explain it. The uncommon initial growth of the lower part may be attributed to the strain between the amorphous SiO 2 and the GaN microcrystals, judging from the fact that the microcrystals are epitaxially grown along the [0 0 0 1] direction from the beginning, thus no rotation of the facet planes occurs when the SiO 2 in the dot-array is etched completely. When the SiO 2 layer is not removed completely, however, the GaN substrate effect on the growth of the GaN microcrystal is reduced, and the kinetic growth condition in the beginning is controlled by the strain between the amorphous SiO 2 layer and the hexagonal GaN. The initial kinetic growth condition controlled by the strain is changed to the near-equilibrium growth conditions corresponding to the fast growth along the [0 0 0 1] direction and, then, the {1 12 0} facets transform into other facets, presumably because of the energy gain due to the difference in the surface energy.
First-principles calculations
To confirm the qualitative observations described in the previous section, we carried out first-principles calculations of the surface energies of GaN using the Vienna ab initio simulation program (VASP) [15, 16] .
The calculations were carried out with ultrasoft pseudopotentials [17] using plane waves up to a cutoff energy of 36.8 Ry (500 eV). The exchange-correlation potential is described within the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) [18, 19] , and Brillouin-zone integrals were determined through summations over sufficiently dense meshes of special points, at least 30 k-points per 1 × 1 surface unit cell. We also performed our calculations using another density functional techinique with the norm-conserving pseudopotential method [20] based on a linear combination of atomic orbitals basis [21, 22] with double-zeta polarization. We also used the GGA for the exchange-correlation potential and an energy cutoff of 200 Ry for the real space mesh. All the surfaces were represented by a periodically repeated symmetric slab consisting of several atomic layers and separated by a vacuum region with thicknesses ranging from 12.9 to 15.3 Å. Slabs with 10-13 atomic layers (containing up to 60 atoms) were used for the {1 12 0} surfaces, and slabs 18-30 atomic layers (also containing up to 60 atoms) were used for the {1 01 0} surface. The surface energies of the planes, {1 01 0} and {1 12 0}, are 1.61 J m −2 and 1.68 J m −2 , respectively. The energy difference between these two planes is 4.2%, which is similar to a previously reported value of 4.7% [23] . Using our firstprinciples technique, we also calculated the energetics while the dodecagon reduces to the final rotated hexagon. • . Due to the reduction of the {1 12 0} planes by forming these six isosceles triangles, there are six other planes formed in between the two adjacent triangles. Geometrical consideration determines an angle between one of such planes and the base plane of the microcrystal to be about 75.2
• . This angle is exactly identical to the angles of the {2 02 1} planes, which become the facets of the microcrystal displayed in figure 1 . The growth line of these six {2 02 1} planes, which have originally formed the six shorter lines of the dodecagon, become longer until the {1 12 0} planes disappear completely, forming the final hexagon.
We calculated the energy change during the surface morphology transformation described above. The atomic configurations for the {1 01 0}, {1 12 0}, and {2 02 1} planes are represented in figure 5 . The formation of the six isosceles triangles reduces the surface area of the {1 12 0} planes and increases that of the {2 02 1} planes, which are structurally similar to the {1 01 0} plane. It is calculated that the {1 12 0} planes exhibit a higher surface energy than those of the {2 02 1} planes, 1.67 J m −2 , as well as of the {1 01 0} planes. The energy gain due to the morphology change was calculated to be ∼0.11 eV as one layer (∼1.3 Å) grows along the [0 0 0 1] direction. This energy gain is attributed to the reduction of the total surface area and, thus, that of the total surface energy while the GaN microcrystal grows. We believe that this energy gain is large enough to explain the intriguing structural change in the later stage of the GaN microcrystal growth, although a complicated growth kinetics needs to be considered during the earlier stage of the growth.
Summary
We fabricated patterned and faceted GaN microcrystals and studied the structural transformation of the selectively grown hexagonal GaN microcrystals using TEM and first-principles calculations. The structural transformation originates from the strain effect and the surface energy anisotropy, that is, the transition of the critical factor in growth from the strain effect to the near-equilibrium condition. The amorphous SiO 2 structure between the substrate and the microcrystal prohibits the epitaxial growth of the (0 0 0 1) GaN microcrystal in the beginning, but after the growth of about 200 nm of (1 1 0 1) GaN, fast growth of the (0 0 0 1) orientation is preferred. In this near-equilibrium condition, the energy gain from the surface energy anisotropy causes the rotation of the facets, resulting in the interesting behaviour of facet rotation. This work may be useful for the facet control of nanostructures.
